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Abstract 

The main on-line analytical aerial trian

gulation stages, using a Oicometer - P.C. 

microcomputer system is briefly presented. 

Practical results of an aerial triangula

tion block containing foul' stlips and eight 

photographs each, having pre-marked control 

points and being measured by two human 

operators independently have been also 

given. 
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On-line analytical aerial triangulation has 

been designed and implemented considering a 

main component: Oicometer and a PC com

puteI'. The system concept is that the 

basic element, i.e. Oicometer, is compled 

to a PC computer directly from either HARD 

or SOFT point of view, thus eliminating 

H-Coordimeter from the standard configu

ration. In this variant, the measuring 
equipment - Oicometer - is now a periphe

ric computer standard, with a serial input 

through COM I and COM 2 . 

Aerial triangulation data measuring and 

acquisition can be carried out in two va

liants: 

- in variant 1, photograph pairs are mea

sured in their succession on the strip; 

thus, besides data validation, model coor

dinate computations and adjacent model 

connection checkings are also made. This 

is the stage for strip adjustment using 

independent models. Measuring data are 

also preserved in this variant. 

- in variant 2, photograph pairs within a 

strip could be measured in any arbitrary 

order, making only the measurement vali

dations, relative photograph orientation 

including. During this variant, block ad-
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justment on strip independent models begins 

along with model sortings on the strip. 

Computations are caIl'ying on as in valiant 1. 

In both variants, measurements could be in

terrupted or taken again, after a photograph 

pair has been measured. Block adjustment 

on independent models contained in mOle 

strips is computed based on independent 

models computed on strips using one of the 

two variants. Working Oicometer + PC sta

tion general view is shown in Figure I 

diagram, where the broken line shows the 

propel' on-line operation. 

After establishing strips with independent 

models, block adjustment on strip or block 

of strips is carried out based on control 

points. 

OICOMETER-PC 

Independent 

Fig. 1 

On-line working Oicometer-PC station 

To test the new on-line aelial triangula

tion technology a 1:6,000 scale photogram

metric flight contai~ing foul' strips and 

eight photographs each, having pre-marked 

control points over a photogrammetric test 

field has been used. Some of the pre-marked 



contl'ol points wele used for adjustment, the O""r = mean squal'e elTOI'S in the contI'ol 

others in checkings.Non-premarked control points. 

points having a standard location within - Correction distributions on various K-

a model have been also chosen. intervals both for each processed strip 

and a block, considering the two human 

The main goal of these tests was to check 

the solution in discovering measurement 

gross errors and human operator's in

fluence on measurement accuracy. 

To this aim in view, the block of photo

graphs have been measured by two human 

operators independently. Measurement gross 

elTOI discovelY is based on the robust/ 

stout adjustment method, on changing the 

measured size weights, i.e. model point 

coordinates, considering our example. 

Weight change follows solution (li, 1987): 

()) + 1) 
p = if 

1h w i ~ K 

where : 
2 2 

vJ • v. / (v Cl • I'.) 
111 

number of iterations 

[Vpv] / (n-u) 

ria palt of I'edundancy associated 

with Vi correction 

Wi normalized cOI'Iections 

K acceptience limit of a measurement 
having value 1 if v ~ 3 and 
3,29 if )} > 3. 

Precisions of the test findings are pre
sented in Tables I and II, such as : 

- The following mean square error of the 

two human operators are given in Table 1: 

a = mean square of the mean errors con

sidering the 7 model relative orien

tation in each strip, theiI mean on 
the block respectively. 

Va mean squaI'e eI'I'OI of the uni t weight 

on each strip, block respectively. 

~ mean square errors computed in the 

points tying the models,among models 

and strips, respectively. 
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operators are presented in Table II. 

Result Accuracies 

Table I 
(1 2) 9 

Human operator 1 

0"" 0-0 O""e Cfr 

Bl 10,5 12,7 12,7 11,0 

B2 8,8 11,3 10,5 11,5 

B3 9,9 14,3 12,5 15,0 

B4 10,5 15,3 13,4 15,2 

Block 9,95 20,3 23,1 16,2 

Human operatol' 2 

a- 0""0 ve O""r 

Bl 13,0 15,2 16,2 12,2 

B2 13,5 19,3 20,8 14,7 

B3 14,3 15,5 17,2 9,7 

84 15,5 22,8 25,3 14,5 

Block 14,1 25,5 31,2 17,0 

Wi-Correction,Grouping on Intervals 

Table II 
(1,2) 

Human operator 1 

K.:::;1 1<K:::;2 2<K~3/29 K > 3,29 

Bl 95 43 10 0 

82 143 34 11 1 

B3 122 31 10 5 

84 115 30 13 7 

TOTAL 475 138 43 14 

Block 187 96 45 23 

Human operator 2 

K~1 1<K~2 2< K~ 3,29 K > 3,29 

Bl 88 43 12 5 

B2 104 58 16 11 

B3 120 34- 10 4 

B4 98 40 15 12 

TOTAL 410 175 53 32 

Block 178 96 38 39 



Analysing data from the two tables, we can 

dlaw the following conclusions: 

- Human opelatol 1 has got a bettel accu

racy fOI all fOUL strips. Human operatol 2 

and 1 latio is 1.42. 

- Analysing COllection distributions on 

the four strips, human operator's 1 COllec

tion distributions both on strips and a 

block are better, too. 

- Numbel of gross errors, non-accepted is 

14 as against 32 consideling human opelatol 

1 and 2 respectively, thus, proving his 

better quality once again. 

- Human operator's 1 glOSS ellors are 

ranging between 31.6 - 41.6 for strips and 

31.6 - 95.0 for a block as against opera

tor's 2 ones langing between 32.0 - 101.0 

for strips and 51.6 - 141.6 for a block, 

thus, establishing the true interval they 

belong to, considering a 1:6,000 scale. 

- As regards human operator 2, his tie 

points among strips has not been measured 

properly. 

- The last, but not the least considering 

both human operatols: measulements re

jected represented coordinates of the 

points among strips; these ellors could 

belong either to the human operators 01 

to the other operators having prepared 

aelial triangulation points in TRANSMARK. 
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